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Abstract 

We simulate the fragnientatioii processes in the Ca + Ca collisions at the 

bombarding energy 1.05 GeV/u using the Lorentz covariant RQMD and the non-

covai'iant usual QMD approaches. The statistical decay calculation is connected 

to obtain tlie final state. By comparing the results of RQMD with those of 

QMD we examine the relativistic effects and show the necessity of tlie Lorentz 

covai'iance of the mean-field. 

The main aim of the high and iutennodiate energy heavy-ion physics is to investigate 

properties of nuclear matter uuder extreme conditions, especially to determine the 

nuclcar equation of state (EOS). Any answer about properties of hot and dense matter 

must rely oil the comparison of the experimental data with theoretical predictions. 

Among these, the numerical simulation approaches, such as BUU [1，2] and QMD [3], 

arc most promising in describing the tinie-evolutiori of the complex system. There 

are two important ingredients of transport theories: a mean-field for nuclcons and iu-

mediuin baryon-baryou cross-sections that accounts for elastic and inelastic channels. 

By searching the ineaa-fiold which can fit the experimental data, one expects to know 

the nuclear matter properties [4]. 

Within the framework of BUU-siinulations wc have succeedcd to predict/reproduce 

particle production data iu heavy-ion collisions and to clarify their reaction processes 

[5]. In spite of these successes it is not alwatys possible to extract the nuclear EOS from 

the results of theoretical calculations without ambiguities for other niodei-inputs. 

In ordor to achiovc highly dense liuclear matter, one needs to make experiments of 

nucleus-nucleus collisions above about 1 GeV/u. In such a relativistic energy region, 

there are important relativistic effects other than kinematics. In fact it lias been shown 

in Rcf.[6] that the transverse flow is iiiHucnccd by the Loreutz contraction of the initial 

phase-space distribution and the Lorcntz covariance of the interaction. 

As for the BUU approach full relativistic formalism, so called the Relativistic BUU 

(RBUU) [7], lias been constructed by incorporating the relativistic a — oj model[8] 
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with the BUU. The first 'author have introduced the moinentuni-d^pendent mean-fields 

into the Relativistic DUU approach and succocdcd to roproduco t.hc. experimental data 

of the traiifsvcrse flow and the subtliiでsholrl K+- production around 1 GeV/u 

simultaneously [9]. However the fragmpiitation has not been well discuRsed in this high 

energy, especially from the view point of the Lorcntz covariant effects. 

As a new round of the high energy heavy-ion physics, rccont-ly, fragment distri-

butions arc investigated most vigorously by a lot of experimental groups [10]. The 

QMD approach is the most useful one for this study; around several tens McV/u wc 

can nicely reproduce experimental data by simulating the statistical decay [11] from 

cxcitcd fragments obtained at the end of the QMD calculation [12]. 

For the purpose of studying the fragmentation process, we need to describe the time 

evolution of the phase-space distribution until its expansion stage in the simulation. 

At relativistic energy all fragments, in principle, must hold the consistent phase-space 

distribution under the Lorentz transformation. Otherwise we cannot correctly evaluate 

the internal energies of fast-moving fragments at the end of the QMD calculation. 

However the consistent phase-space distribution cannot be realized by the usual QMD 

approach using the relativistic kinematics and the non-relativistic. mean-field which is 

variant under the Lorentz transformation. Hcncc a fully Lorcntz covariant transport 

approach is desired in the relativistic energy region. 

The Relativistic QMD (RQMD) approach [13，14] must be the most useful the-

oretical model for this purpose; it is fonuiilatcd to describe the interacting TV-body 

system in a fully Lorcntz covariant way based on the Poincare-Invariant Constrained 

Hamiltonian Dynamics [15]. The position q7- and inomentum coordinate Pi of the i-th 

nucleon are defined as four-rlimcnsional dynamical variables and the functions of the 

time evolution parameter r. The 011-mass-shell conditions are given by 

ル三识-mf-^ ニ Q, (1) 

whore vii and ViiQj.Vj) is a nnuss and a Lorentz scalar quasi potential. The detailed 

form of the quasi-potential is determined by tho requirement that it is corresponding 

to thcnon-rclat.ivistic mean-field in the low energy limit [13, 14]. Whereas in the 11011-

relativistic framework the argument of the potential is a square of the relative diRtanco 

between two nuclcons vr-j, in the RQMD wc take it as a square of the relative rlistancc 

at the rest frame of their CM system as 

一 Qnj 一 -Qij + ~ 3 . 

Pり 

with 

Qij = Qi - Qj^ 

Pij = Pi + Pj- (3) 

Through this changc from r'fj to 一ゴネり、there appears the total momentum dcpcndence 

of two nucleon forcc while the usual momentum-dcpendcncc is only on the relative 

nionicntuni. This causes the direction dcperulcnt forces and the Lorentz contracted 

I)lnuso-spaco distribution of fast moving matter. 
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In this fonnulation the time coordinate is distinguished from the time evolution 

parainotor r. From that one can take into account the retardation effect approximately 

for the short range interaction as usual nuclear forcc. Using the above on-mass-vshcll 

and the time-fixation conditions [13,14]. w(-、can descril^o the Lorentz covariant motions 

of nuclcons. Hence this R Q M D approach must be very useful to obtain the fragment 

distribution theoretically bccausc the excitation energy of fast moving nuclear frag-

ments can bo evaluated without any ambiguity caused by the boost, which is discussed 

later. 

We calculate the fragmrat distribu-

tion in the Ca + Ca collisions at tho 30 
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with tho R Q M D approach plus the. sta-

tistical dccay model, and then discuss ^ 

the Lorcntz covariant effects in this re-

action by comparing the results with 

those of the usual QMD approach. The 

relativistic kincmatics is used even in 

the noiトcovariant QMD approach. The 

actual calculations are made in the fol-

lowing ways. First the initial distri-

bution at rest is made by the cooling 

method and boosted according to tho 2 

bombarding energy. Then we perform 

the RQMD and QMD calculations and 

obtain dynamical fragment distribution. 

We boost each dynamical fragment to 

its rest frame and evaluate its excita-

tion energy which is used in the statis-

tical decay calculation. 

As a mean-field we use a Skyrmc-

typc interaction with HARD EOS (the 

incompressibility K = 380 McV) which 

is parameterized in Ref.[1,3]. In ad-

dition the symmetry force is also in-

troduced to get a correct isospin of a 

fragment in the simulation although 

the Coulomb force is omitted bccausc 

of the high bombarding cnorgy and the light initial nuclei. The Cugnon parameteri-

zation [16] is used as a cross-scction of two baryon collisions for elastic and inclastic. 

channels with the frozen-delta approximation. Tho delta-mass distribution and the 

angular distribution of the inelastic, channels arc. given in Ref.[17]. 

As explained before, in those calculations, we need to transfer the phase-space 

distribution twice between the rest and moving frames. The first boost is that of the 

initial nuclei, namely the initial boost, to give a bombarding energy, and the second is 

that of the moving fragments at tho end of the aynaniical calculation into their rest 

frames, namely the final boost, to evaluate thoir excitation energies for the statistical 

F i g . 1 ： T h o impact parainotor de-

pGndGnco of the multiplicities of the sin-

gle protons (a) and a particles (b) in 

Ca + Ca collisions at 五！汕ニ 1.05 GeV/u 

before tlie statistical decay. The full 

squares, open circles and diamonds sliow 

the results of the RQMD, QMD/G and 

QMD/L approaches’ respectively. 
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decay calculation. In the usual non-covariant QMD a way of these boosts is completely 

ambiguous; we cannot conclude whether the boost should be of the Lorentz or of the 

Galilei. (Please note the meaning of the above Galilei boost hero. It means that this 

boost does not change relative momenta and positions of nucloons inside the nuclei and 

fragments in any frame. The total momenta of the nuclei and fragments are determined 

by the Lorentz transformation even in this ease.) In fact wc do not have any definite 

way to separate a total cnorgy of a fragment into its translation energy and internal 

energy in the non-covariant formalism using the rclativistic kinematics and the non-

relativistic mean-field. In addition the nori-rclativistic interaction prefers the spherical 

density distribution, and then even a fast-moving nuclcus or a fragment cannot hold a 

Lorentz contracted shape. 

To examine the relativistic cffects in the simulation we com pare two kinds of boosts 

for the usual QMD calculation as follows. Ono (QMD/G) is defined by the method 

that both the initial and the final boosts arc of Galilei. The other way (QMD/L) is 

that the both boosts are of Lorentz. The actual equations are given as follows. For the 

initial boost 

Vi = a-r^ + R, 

Pi = b-p^ + P, (4) 

r-* and pミ are the initial position and the momentum of the i-th nucleoli at the rest 

frame, and R and P arc the mean position and momentum of a initial nucleus, whore 

the initial mean moment am is evaluated from the bombarding energy with the Lorcntz 

transformation. In the Galilei boost the factors a and b equal to the unit matrix，and 

in the Lorent.z boost they arc given as 

a. = b  1 = 1 + (7 - l ) e
z

l

e
z 

f l 0 0 
0 1 0 

Vo 0 7 

7 = 
y/l 一 I)

2 

(5) 

with the boosting velocity v and the unit vector ez along the beam direction. For the 

final boost 

r • a g = Of • ( r i -

P -
a g

 = h • (
P i

 - P
fri,

s), (6) 

where 丑 f r a s and P f ras are given as 

H
f r a g

 = E り 
t̂ frag 

P
f r a s

 = E vJAu； 
iGfrng 

ag’ 

ag. (7) 

Here the factors Gf and ろf equal to tho unit matrix in the Galilei boost, and they arc 

given in the Lorcritz boost a,s 

a
{
 = bi

l

 = l + ( 7 f - l ) e 
t’

f
 レ i’

f 
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7f 
^-vf 

( 8 ) 

20 
z 

2 

with the fragment velocity v̂  and the unit vector eVf along the fragment velocity. 

Wc show in Fig.1 the impact-parameter 

dependence of the dynamical single pro-

ton (a) and the a (b) multiplicities ob-

tained in RQMD, QiMD/G and QMD/L 

calculations before the statistical decay. 

It can be easily seen that there is no 

clear difference between the results of 

these calculations. 

In Fig. 2 we show the same quantity 

after the statistical decay. With the in-

crease of b the multiplicity of single pro-

tons (a) decreases and becomes almost 

zero at the impact parameter 6 ̂  8 fm 

in RQMD and QMD/G while it has 

still finite value in QMD/L. Only in 

QMD/L the single protons are evapo-

rated even in impact parameters above 

b ^ 7 fm. In such peripheral region 

two-baryon collisions rarely occur so that 

this result of the QMD/L simulations 

is very unreasonable. In QMD/L the 

phase-space distribution of initial nu-

clei is Lorentz contracted, but it has 

tendency to go to the sphcrical distri-

bution in the time evolution because 

the interaction does not have Lorentz 

covariance. Thus the nuclcus gets a 
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Fig. 2: The impact parameter de-

pendence of the multiplicities of the sin-

gle proton (a) and a particle (b) in 

Ca -f Ca collisions at 1.05 GcV/u 

after the statistical decay. See the caption 

spurious instability due to the initial ら 

Lorentz boost. Hence the Lorcntz boost cannot give any reasonable results without 

the Lorentz covariant interaction. To avoir! this instability we have to use the RQMD 

or the QMD/G approaches. 

In Fig. 2b the multiplicity of a- particles is shown as its impact-paramcter depen-

dence. The a multiplicities arc mainly produced in the statistical decay process. In 

the middle impact-parameter region, around 6 = 4 fm, we can see the clear difference 

between results of RQMD and QMD/G which amounts to roughly 25 % in this energy 

region. By comparing these results with those in Fig. lb, wc can conclude that the 

a- particles are produced mainly by the evaporation from excited spectators. In the 

central collisions most of nucleons populate in the participant, and in the peripheral 

collisions the spectators are not so much heated. Then the a multiplicity is large in 

the middle impact-parameter region. 
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Fig. 3: The (listibut.ion of nuclcons and pious at time 

steps 4，8, • ” 36 fni/c in a a' + Au collision at ルニ 

5 GeV/u for the impact, parameter 1.5 fm. Upper and 

lower figures correspond to the projection into x ~ z 

plane aiul x — y Diane. 
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The Lorcntz contracted ini-

tial distribution compacts tho 

size of the participant zone and 

increases the maximum density 

[14] and nuclcon momenta in 

this zone. Then the compact, 

participant in RQMD is more 

heated [18], and make a stronger 

repulsion [6，19] than in the 

QMD/G. The heat is carried to 

the spectators through the re-

pulsion and the stochastic col-

lisions, so that the size and the 

excitation energy of the spec-

tators becomc different between 

RQMD and QMD/G. Hence the 

relativistic effects clearly appear 

in the middle impact parame-

ter region, where both the par-

ticipant and the spectators ex-

ist. 

Finally wc study the frag-

mentation for the a + Au col-

lisions at the bombarding en-

ergy 5 GcV/u; this experiment 

is performed at KEK. We cx-

pcct to achieve nuclear matter 

with high temperature but low 

density, and to know its prop-

erties by investigating the mul-

tifragmentation in this reaction. 

The KEK group has [20] ob-

served that the angular distri-

bution of F has a clear peak 

around h , — 70°; this result 

cannot be explained by the sim-

ple moving source model. 

In Fig. 3 we show the par-

ticle distribution in orbit space 

projected into x — z (upper) 

and x-y plane (lower) at sev-

eral time steps. It can dear 

seen t.hav ’ • • incident alpha pro-

duce a 丨…tunnel in the Au 

target 
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In Fig. 4 wc show the angular 

distribution of the singls proton, deu-

tron and the intermediate mâ ss frag-

ments (IMF) which has a chargc 

3 < Z < 30. In fact tho angu-

lar distribution of IMF has a peak at 

8tah 二 70° while the single proton and 

dcutron have forward peaks. 

In summary we calculate the frag-

ment distribution using the RQMD 

and QMD approaches combined with 

tho statistical dccay model. In the 

non-covariant QMD approaches only 

the Galilei boost is reasonable for the 

initial nuclear distribution and for es-

timation of the internal energy of dy-

namical fragments. In tho compari-

son between tho results of the RQMD 

and QMD/G approaches, we know that 

the relativistic effects largely appear 

in the multiplicity of light compound 

fragments around A ~ 3 — 4. In order 

to obtain the reliable fragment dis-

tribution, therefore, we must use tho 

Lorentz covariant approach, at least 

for the moan-field. 

Furthermore wo study the distril;ution of IMF in o' + Au collisions at £i ab= 5 

GeV/u. Wo can show the clear peak at Qし山 ~ 70。for tho angular distivution of IMF; 

this result qualitativlo agreos with the oxporimontal data in KEK. 
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